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Donna Sassaman, Editor

I

n this month’s ‘Lessons
Learned...the Hard Way’, Rob
Murray’s description brought
me back to a near catastrophe
that I experienced while living
in the Kootenays.

Many years ago, before either of us had dreamed about
living on a boat or sailing across an ocean, Bill and I and our
three young children lived in a rural community, built on the
base of Mt. Willet, at the north end of Kootenay Lake. It was
a safe and welcoming community in which to raise children,
kind of a community-wide extended family. I taught at the
local alternative school, which was a 10-minute walk down
the hill. Twice a week, we’d walk up the dirt road to the
Rural Centre to collect our mail. Once a month, we’d drive
the winding, scenic highway to Nelson, 80 miles away, to
stock up on supplies.
Our place comprised nine ‘vertical’ acres with 990' of lake
frontage; an old, small, and dilapidated cedar log house; an
orchard with heritage apple, plum, and pear trees; a fenced
kitchen garden; and forest on either side of the house and
garden site. We had a dog, a couple of cats, a horse, some
chickens, and we shared a milk cow with our neighbours
up the hill. Cooking and heating were done with wood. It
was overall an idyllic way of life in a tight-knit community.
However, there were some challenges to living nearly off
the grid...
On one particular day, when the kids were at school, Bill
was at his job, and my teaching schedule gave me the morning
off, I was working on a sewing project in the kitchen. All of
a sudden I heard a fearsome ‘WHOOSH’ behind me. When
I turned around, I beheld a horrifying sight: a bath towel,
which had been drying on a metal pipe behind the woodburning cookstove, had caught fire and was threatening to
take the kindling-dry house with it. Did I mention that the
nearest fire department was in Kaslo, about 30 miles away?
After shrieking and running around in circles for a long
moment, I grabbed the nearest fire extinguisher. Not knowing
how to operate it and being fueled by adrenalin, I couldn’t
settle down to read the instructions posted on the cylinder.
The upshot was that somehow — but not because of good
2
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planning — I activated the extinguisher, which sprayed
noxious powder all over the fire...and throughout the rest of
the house for good measure. The fire was out, thank heavens,
but for the rest of the day, I was devastated by thoughts of
what might have been. Later I realized that my ‘lesson learned’
was to know how to operate emergency equipment before
it is needed (and not hang flammable objects too close to a
wood-burning appliance).
So, what was Rob Murray’s experience? While walking
down a California dock, he discovered a fire burning on a
neighbouring boat. In ‘Lessons Learned’, he details what was
done right, and what could have / should have been done
differently. Read all about it on page 22 and then ponder, as
I have, whether you’re ready for such an emergency.
Other contributions to Currents this month include a boat
delivery tale from Ken Wright (whose own boat, Surgiamo,
is not nearly so problematic!); a New Year’s Eve update from
Hydroquest, now in Australia; a report of a successful ‘puddle
jump’ from the Galapagos to the Marquesas from Sea Whisper;
a BURP’ing good time in La Paz, reported by Karina C;
Beth Cooper describes topics covered by the Vancouver
Fleet’s women’s discussion one recent evening; and a roll
call of members who volunteered their time and talents at
the January 22nd – 26th Vancouver International Boat Show.
NEEDED: Cover photos! The criteria are: 1) Vertical
format; 2) 200 – 300dpi; 3) jpeg format; 4) full colour; and
5) caption included that notes the location and any special
circumstances. Thank you in advance for your contributions!
Wishing you fair winds and
no lessons learned the hard way!



Errata

G

eoff Goodall reported that Peter Hoffman’s
email address is incorrect in the January 2014
Currents Curare article, pages 21-29. Peter’s correct
address is dei.peter@prodigy.net.

Top

By Jennifer Handley
Commodore

Currents

W

elcome to all the new members who have
joined BCA since the New Year, and especially
to those who joined as a result of an interaction with
a volunteer or speaker at the Vancouver International
Boat Show. For the first time in our history, BCA’s
membership recently exceeded 500 ‘boats’ (approximately 1,000 members). And what a lot we have to
offer to our members!
I was reminded of just how much is going on
when I spent an evening recently trolling through the
website. In my new role as Commodore, I receive all
sorts of emails from members and past members about
various issues or concerns that demand some kind of
response. Often I don’t know the answer or only know
part of the answer so I pull up the website, as I did
the other evening, and start digging. It was like falling
down the rabbit hole: the more I searched, the more I
found myself distracted by the wealth of information
available and the wide range of activities that are being
offered this spring to increase my knowledge about, and
interest in, cruising.
Thanks to the work done by Rosario Passos, Anne
Brevig, Norm Cooper, and former Vancouver Chapter
Vice Commodore, Ian Clark, the Vancouver Chapter has
taken over the organization and promotion of the wellknown Ocean Cruising Adventure series. Coordinated by
Anne Brevig, we can spend four Friday evenings travelling the world without leaving Vancouver! Presentations
will take us from the Eastern Arctic to Alaska via Cape
Horn; from the Mediterranean to the Caribbean; island
hopping in Vanuatu; and closer to home, we’ll cruise the
inland waters of BC with a couple of dogs for company.
A huge vote of thanks to Pacific Yachting for continuing to sponsor this annual event, now in its 28th year.
For something completely different, this month’s
Club Night topic in Victoria focusses on underwater
exploration with UVic. For those in Calgary, you can
live the offshore adventure with Bill and Cathy Norrie as
they voyage from New Zealand to Cape Town. Interested

in singlehanding? Check out the Vancouver Club Night.
And that’s only what’s happening this month!
Organized by Watchkeepers Norm Cooper, Adam
Wanczura, and Mike Gregory, BCA’s Education programs
are diverse, affordable, and focussed on the delivery of
appropriate and first rate marine education programs
that are often not available elsewhere. Click on the
‘Education’ button or open the Calendar and look at
the choices we have this spring: a free mid-island sail
training weekend out of Nanaimo, with seminars and
hands-on activities; an offshore weather course with
renowned weather guru Lee Chesneau; offshore rigging
with Brion Toss; offshore sails with Carol Hasse; Marine
HF SSB Radio; Spanish for Cruisers (especially helpful
given what some cruisers have been experiencing
recently in Mexico); First Aid Beyond the Gulf Islands;
Heart Start with AED; and Diesel Maintenance.
In addition to BCA-organized courses, members
can take advantage of the ‘Cooperative Education
Program’, a cooperative approach to providing a comprehensive and flexible education program to members
of BCA, Royal Victoria Yacht Club (RYVC), and Sidney
North Saanich Yacht Club (SNSYC). BCA members can
attend the courses of the two yacht clubs and yacht
club members can attend BCA courses at the same
‘member’ rate.
Then there is the Fleet section of the website.
While the majority of BCA members are not focussed
on preparing to go offshore within the next 1 - 2 years,
we can all benefit from the Chapter Fleets by perusing
the wealth of information posted on the website by
their presenters and group members. Topics include
‘Electronics and Radio’, ‘Equipment’, ‘Galley’, ‘Lessons
Learned from Offshore’, ‘Medical’, ‘Offshore Prep’,
‘Passages and Navigation’, etc. Great reading for anyone
wanting to brush up or learn something new. I got lost
for more than a few minutes – who wouldn’t want to
read ‘Cruisers are from Mars – Batteries are from Venus’
(who came up with the title?). To check this out for
continued on page 4
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Fleets of Bluewater
Cruising Association
ditch bags, first aid kits, and offshore
medication kits.
New members are welcome. Just
show up at the meeting or contact
Cameron at vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org. The dues are $50 per boat and
include all members of the crew.
Cameron and Marianne McLean
vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org

Vancouver Island Fleet
and Weather Group
Vancouver Fleet

T

he February meeting on the 25th
covered medical issues at sea and
in the tropics – sun protection, skin
infections, basic first aid, etc. This
included a hands-on workshop with
paramedics.
The March meeting on the 25th
will cover various kits recommended
from offshore race standards such as

At the January meeting, BCA members
from three offshore boats participated
in a very informative panel presentation on Food and Water Management.
Upcoming sessions will include Tony
Gooch talking about Preparing for
Heavy Weather, and a presentation
on Maintenance and Repair of Diesel
Engines in remote places. The Fleet
meets every two weeks and the cost to
join is $60 per boat for the year, which
runs until early May.

If you are planning to sail offshore in
the next year or two, come join the VI
Fleet of 2014, which will have its next
meeting at 6:30 pm on March 12th
in the Discovery Room at RVYC, or
contact us at vifleet@bluewatercruising.org for more information and to
register.
Connie Morahan and Peter
McMartin, VI Fleet Coordinators
vifleet@bluewatercruising.org

Top Currents (cont’d)
yourself, click on Chapters and Groups / Groups of BCA /
Fleet, and then click on ‘Group Pages’ to select the topic of
your choice. Thanks to Tom Baker for uploading many of the
documents and to Fleet Watchkeepers Cam and Marianne
Maclean, Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin for their
continued leadership. And to the many members of Fleet
whose contributions are now online for the rest of us to
benefit from.
‘Resources’ is another section on the website dedicated
to external resources and international marine news that may
be of interest to members and this is also where members can
while away the time by vicariously enjoying the adventures
and misadventures of other members, all captured in 10+
years of Currents in PDF format. Just for the heck of it, I
looked at the March 2004 issue; what a fascinating read and
great memory trigger!
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And lastly there is ‘Tradewinds and Forums’, again a
veritable treasure trove of ‘wants, needs, and have-to-haves’!
And lots of Q’s and A’s.
Oh, and what was the information I originally went
looking for many hours ago? A correspondent expressed
concern that BCA has become too social and too bureaucratic. Well yes, we definitely have our fiduciary and legal
responsibilities as a registered non-profit society (primarily
the Board’s focus of effort), and yes, we definitely are a very
social organization (we are cruisers after all), but when I see
the dedication of the Watchkeepers responsible for Education,
Fleet, Club Nights, and www.bluewatercruising.org (thank
you, Webmaster Jean Baillargeon), I don’t think we have
strayed far from our roots. ‘Fostering seamanship and friendship for people with an active interest in offshore cruising,
and making offshore dreams a reality’ remains our primary
focus of effort. Would you agree?
Jennifer Handley
BCA Commodore

CURRENT EVENTS
Calgary Club Night

Calendar
of

Events

HMCS TECUMSEH 1820 - 24th Street SW, Calgary, AB
Members $3.00, Non-Members $10.00
Tuesday, March 4, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)
Sailing 101 to Sailing 505: South Pacific and the Indian Ocean –
Bill and Cathy Norrie
Bill and Cathy have been sailing around the world since 2011.
The first leg was from Victoria BC to New Zealand. Six months of South
Pacific sailing allowed them to gently learn the intricacies of offshore sailing.
The second leg from New Zealand to South Africa was a different tale.
Join us to hear the rest of the story…

MARCH
4 Calgary Club Night
12 Vancouver Club Night
18 VI – Victoria Club Night
20 VI – Nanaimo Club Night

Vancouver Club Night

Scottish Cultural Centre, 8886 Hudson Street, Vancouver, BC
Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00
Wednesday, March 12, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)
Tips and Techniques for Singlehanded Sailing – Andrew Evans
Andrew Evans, an accomplished sailor/racer and author of Thoughts, Tips,
Techniques and Tactics for Singlehanded Sailing, to be published this fall
and currently available for download from the Singlehanded Sailing Society
(http://sfbaysss.net/resource/doc/SinglehandedTipsThirdEdition.pdf),
will share his best tips and techniques for active singlehanded sailing. From
preparation tips to raising and gybing the spinnaker in high winds, to the
psychological aspects of sailing alone, Andrew will share his experiences
and will be prepared to answer your questions. Andrew has completed more
than 1,000 singlehanded trips, including 250 races, over the past nine years.
He knows from experience that ‘everything’ can go wrong and he is not shy
about sharing his stories.

APRIL
1 Calgary Club Night
9 Vancouver Club Night
15 VI – Victoria Club Night
17 VI – Nanaimo Club Night

Vancouver Island – Victoria Club Night

Royal Victoria Yacht Club, 3475 Ripon Road, Victoria, BC
Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00
Tuesday, March 18, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)
Ocean Networks Canada (ONC) Observatory Neptune Canada Project –
Dr. Kim Juniper, Director, Science and User Engagement,
University of Victoria
Find out what the Ocean Networks Canada observatories (including
NEPTUNE and VENUS) consist of. Learn what geographical areas are being
studied, and what kinds of sensors are located on the sea floor. See examples
of how we are studying tsunamis, listening for whales, assessing deep-sea
mining impacts, and tracking changes in ocean chemistry. Watch fascinating
videos of octopus, squid, brittle stars, spider crabs, and hot vents releasing
300° water from below the sea floor into the ocean above. Learn how you
can contribute to ocean research by viewing videos and recording your
observations of sea life.
continued on page 6

Fostering seamanship &
friendship for
people with an active
interest in offshore cruising
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CURRENT EVENTS
Vancouver Island – Nanaimo Club Night

Nanaimo Yacht Club, NW end of Townsite Road, Nanaimo, BC
Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00
Thursday, March 20, 2014
Doors open at 19:00 Presentation at 19:30
Sailing across the Pacific: Preparing Your Boat for the
Voyage – Norm Cooper
One of the biggest challenges facing new bluewater cruisers
is preparing their boat for offshore. There are significant
differences between a typical coastal sailboat and one that
will spend weeks and weeks crossing an ocean. Upgrades
include safety systems such as storm sails and a life raft,

(cont’d)

communications systems such as an SSB radio and
maybe a satellite phone, and power management systems
including large battery banks and solar panels. In this
presentation, Norm Cooper will provide an overview of his
3-year voyage through the islands of the South Pacific and
New Zealand and back with his wife, Beth. He will then
explain the many offshore modifications that were made
to prepare their boat, Sarah Jean II, a Saga 43 designed
by Bob Perry. The presentation will include many photos
and illustrations of these offshore modifications, as well as
hundreds of stunning photos of exotic tropical locations.
It is hoped that those working on preparing their boats
for offshore will pick up a few helpful ideas. Time will be
available for questions and discussion.

Welcome Aboard

The following are new members to BCA. We look forward to their participation in the Association.
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Name

Boat

Chapter

Shyanne Smith

Much Of Time

Vancouver Island

27/12/2013

Brian Reader		

Vancouver Island

27/12/2013

Heather Fredericks and Richard Hearn

Challenger

Vancouver Island

31/12/2013

Philip and Michele Cook

Sancerre

Vancouver Island

05/01/2014

Brian and Susan Peck

Affinity

Vancouver

05/01/2014

Faye White		

Vancouver

06/01/2014

Janet and Martin McKeown

Vancouver

08/01/2014

Gord Schnell		

Vancouver

09/01/2014

Patrick McManus and Raphael Sun

Ada Eight

Vancouver

09/01/2014

Mark Scheffer

Sailingon

Vancouver

10/01/2014

Anne Tichborne and François Carriere

Sur Invitation

Vancouver

11/01/2014

Thom Bland		

Vancouver Island

14/01/2014

Leslie Hansen and Don Chandler

Saracen

Vancouver

23/01/2014

Eric Schnabel

Shadowfax

Vancouver

25/01/2014

Stefa Katamay		

Vancouver Island

25/01/2014

Jurgen Harding		

Vancouver Island

25/01/2014

Darryl and Janet Lapaire		

Vancouver

26/01/2014

Michael and Dawn Terides

Mistress

Vancouver Island

26/01/2014

Bill Dougan

Wayward Leg

Vancouver Island

28/01/2014

Tammy Allwork		

Vancouver Island

28/01/2014

Rex and Pat Lowes

Sound Trek

Vancouver Island

28/01/2014

Marc Niewerth and Renald Bouchard

Amelie IV

Calgary

29/01/2014
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Alana Leigh

Date Joined



On the Water
Rob Dodge
Nanamuk

MIST

M

ark your calendar! The Mid Island group will
launch the first annual Mid Island Sail Training
(MIST) over the weekend of May 3rd. On Saturday
the 3rd, plan to attend seminars on topics such as
man-overboard (MOB) manoeuvres and latitude by
merpass (noon sight). You’ll also be able to visit
several boats to give you ideas regarding equipment
and safety requirements. Saturday night will be a
BURP... always a fun time!
On Sunday the 4th, you’ll sail to a predetermined
location in the middle of Georgia Strait, using only
non-electronic navigation, windvanes (or sheet-totiller setups for the adventurous), and check out SSB
and VHF transmissions. There will be competitions to

determine who can reef the fastest, succeed in getting
an accurate merpass, hove-to, and recover a MOB
under sail.
Come for one day or two. There is no cost for
this event, but you will need to register on the BCA
website. We are also encouraging skippers to take a
mentor with them.
Contact Rob Dodge (nanamuk@hotmail.com,
250-753-1245) for further information or to request
an experienced ‘Doner’ to sail with you. This is your
chance to check out all those theories you read about
over the winter, and the new equipment you recently
bought at the Boat Show(s)!
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Education
EDUCATION WATCH REPORTS
CALGARY

VANCOUVER

Mike Gregory
Calgary Education Watchkeeper

Norm Cooper, Vancouver Education Watchkeeper
vaneducation@bluewatercruising.org

caleducation@bluewatercruising.org

We have added a new course in March on HF / SSB
radio. See below. At the time of writing we are working
on finalizing an Electrical Troubleshooting course and a
series of Diesel Maintenance courses. Check the Vancouver
Education webpage for details. Also included is notice of a
good Marine First Aid course offered by the Vic-Maui race
organizers.

Heart Saver Course with AED
– Saturday, April 5th, 2014
This course is for individuals with no medical background.
The class will run approximately 3.5 - 4 hours and class size
is 10 participants. In the event that this course fills up, we
will host a second course.
Cost: $115.00/person plus GST = $120.75 and includes the
Heart Saver manual.
Location: Foothill Medical Center at the McCaig Tower
Building, meeting room TBA

Understanding, Installing and Operating HF Marine
Radios – Saturday, March 8, 2014
Do you understand the benefits of an HF SSB radio system
for off-shore cruising? What makes up an HF SSB radio
system and how does it work? What is the difference

YACHTING
YACHTING
MONTHLY

YACHTING
MONTHLY

100 best bits ever

Latest ARC survey Hydrovane again the most
popular windvane.

WHAT IF...
Autopilot fails
Batteries down
Engine won’t start
Steering broken
Rudder damaged
Crew incapacitated

NO WORRIES WITH HYDROVANE
Hydrovane will safely sail you to port, whether it’s
ten miles or a thousand miles. For ease of use, versatility
and reliability, Hydrovane surpasses all other self-steering
systems. Let Hydrovane be a part of your dream and
return you home safely.

Totally independent
self-steering system
and emergency
rudder... in place and
ready to go.

AC, DC and belt
driven systems from
8 to 1500 gals/hr.
Jeanne Socrates in Victoria, BC
after completing her solo
circumnavigation on Nereida,
a Najad 380 - August 2012

info@hydrovane.com
8
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SURVIVE YOUR DREAM

WWW.HYDROVANE.COM

Let Hydrovane sail you home safely.

between Ham and commercial SSB HF marine radio? How
do you choose an HF SSB radio? What are the Canadian HF
radio licensing issues? How can an HF SSB radio system
be used for emergency communications? What is the best
HF Marine Antenna? This and many other questions,
including an explanation of how HF radios are used for
email communication and receiving weather data at sea, will
be presented by HF radio expert Martin Dunsmuir. You do
not need a HAM radio license to attend. This presentation is
specifically designed for the non-technical, off-shore cruiser
who wishes to have a basic understanding of an HF SSB
system and would like to be able to perform basic system
troubleshooting if a problem occurs.
Offshore Sails with Carol Hasse
– Saturday, March 15, 2014
In this full day workshop, renowned offshore Sailmaker,
Carol Hasse, will explain what sails you need for offshore
sailing and give you tips on proper sail trim for comfort and
speed. To help you prepare for when things get rough, Hasse
will talk about storm sails and their proper rigging and
deployment. Following this theory session, it will be time
to get some hands-on experience inspecting sails. Hasse
will point out high chafe areas where extra protection is
required and will show you how to check for weak stitches
that might fail on passage. Hasse will inspect the sails of
some students.
Offshore Rigging with Brion Toss
– Sunday, March 16, 2014
In this full day seminar, Master Rigger Brion Toss will
explain about standing rigging, running rigging, tuning,
how to survey your rig and key elements of rig construction.
Brion is a highly experienced rigger and trainer and is the
author or many books and training DVDs on the subject.
Lee Chesneau - Offshore Weather Meteorologist
– Saturday and Sunday, March 22nd and 23rd
This course is now SOLD OUT. An identical course has been
added. It will be held on May 3rd and 4th at the Vancouver
Maritime Museum. See below.

Lee Chesneau – Offshore Weather Meteorologist
– Saturday and Sunday, May 3rd and 4th
An introductory offshore weather seminar for sailors. Full
theory day followed by a full hands-on exercise day. Lee is
a top weather expert from the US and is a 40-year offshore
weather forecasting veteran. This event will be held at the
Vancouver Maritime Museum.

VANCOUVER ISLAND
Adam Wanczura, Education Watchkeeper
vieducation@bluewatercruising.org
Scheduled
Spanish for Cruisers – February 27 - April 3
Are you planning to travel to a Latin American country by
boat or other means? Do you yearn to escape the marina
or resort and immerse yourself in the local culture, but
cannot because of your limited Spanish? Expand your
vocabulary and improve your pronunciation and grammar,
speak Spanish more confidently, be able to make new
friends, visit restaurants, shop, tour, and deal with marinas,
officials and boat repair workers. Expect to have fun while
learning in this highly interactive, experiential workshop.
To register, go to http://www.bluewatercruising.org/
events/event_details.asp?id=379379&group=#
First Aid Beyond the Gulf Islands − April 25 - 27
This course is specifically designed for boaters travelling
beyond the Gulf Islands. Other First Aid courses teach what
to do in the 30 minutes until the ambulance arrives. This
course teaches what to do when the ambulance will take
more than 30 minutes to arrive, or when there will be no
ambulance. To register, go to http://www.bluewatercruising.
org/events/event_details.asp?id=399355&group=
Under Development
Successful Life Raft Deployment, Righting, Boarding
and Rescue − Date TBD
This in-the-water course is directed primarily at fleet’s
leavers, and will be offered in spring.

Marine Offshore First Aid - Vic-Maui Course
– Saturday and Sunday – April 12th and 13th

Offerings from SNSYC

The main objective of this course is to provide training for
sailors planning to participate in offshore races, or passages
meeting the criteria of ISAF’s Special Regulations Category
1. This 2.5 day course includes content typically covered in
Marine First Aid plus extended material. See the Vic-Maui
web site for details and to register: http://www.vicmaui.org/
marine-first-aid

Ben Gartside will instruct classroom sessions, mornings
at SNSYC, hands-on sessions afternoons at his shop on
Harbour Road. Phone SNSYC from Wednesday to Sunday,
4-9 PM at 250-656-4600 to register. This course is sold
out every year – register soon!

Diesel Maintenance − April 5 - 6
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On the Water

Thank You Boat
Show Volunteers
and Organizers!

O

n behalf of the BCA Board of Directors, we
would like to thank everyone who volunteered
their time to support BCA at the 52nd Vancouver
International Boat Show, January 22 - 26.
We would especially like to single out Ken
Robertson, this year’s ‘Boat Show Project Manager’
and Sunday Day Coordinator, and Gary Peacock and
Karina McQueen, owners of Sea Rover II, for going
above and beyond to ensure that our presence at the
show was a tremendous success.

Anders Lonnqvist aboard Sea Rover II, BCA’s display boat at
Granville Island.

Jennifer Handley, BCA Commodore
and Norm Cooper, BCA Vice Commodore
Adam Wanczura
Anders Lonnqvist
Angela Minshall
Anne Tichborne
Barbara Angel
Beth Cooper
Bill Sassaman
Bruce Carter
Campbell Good
Carol Downes
Carol Smith
Chris Wyckham
Cliff Bowering
Dale Chandler
Dale Gebhard
David Greer
David Minichello
David Smith
Deb Perfitt,
Day Coordinator
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Denis Heinrichs,
Day Coordinator

John Gleadle,
Day Coordinator

Dennis Giraud

John Todd

Dionne Tremblay

Judith McPhie

Edie Dittman

Karin Lennger

Elena Crippen

Karl Marits

Elizabeth Angst

Kathleen Nolan

Eric Register

Ken Downes

George Vallance

Les Brown

Gillian West

Lynda Kimola

Glen Middleton

Marilyn Middleton

Ric Fijal

Gustav Kolaric

Martin Minshall

Richard MacAlpine

Harry Nichols

Martin Suo

Rosario Passos

Harry McPhie

Mike Davison

Sally Holland

Heather Sloat

Orma Bowering

Sam Sydneysmith

Jane Goundry

Pam Holley

Shirley Vallance

Jean Baillargeon

Patrick Dickie

Steve Tremblay

Jill Baty

Peter Jacobs

Susan McKechnie

Jill Gracie

Phil Perfitt

Tony Lennger

Jim Gracie

Randy Seifert,
Day Coordinator

Yonas Jongkind

CU R R E NTS

Barb Angel and Sally Holland staff the
BCA booth in BC Place.



On the Water
MAY RENDEZVOUS

Dreaming of the

SOUTH PACIFIC ?
Join us at the
BCA Rendezvous!
May 17, 18 and 19, 2014
Bedwell Harbour, Pender Island
Bring your warmest pareo or lava lava,
frangipani lei, and tiare flowers,
and we can all dream together!
Hosts:
Tanya van Ginkel and Scott Chapman



virendezvous@bluewatercruising.org

NOTICE
Spring into Action!
Spring has sprung, the grass is ris,
We wonder where our Treasurer is?
The Treasurer is a Board of Directors position and is
responsible for:
• Receiving and dispersing of finances
•	Maintaining financial records for all receipts and
disbursements
• Liaising with BCA’s bank
•	Coordinating Vancouver club night receipts
(if based in Vancouver)
•	Coordinating the preparation of the annual budget
•	Preparing monthly financial statements, September – June
• Preparing the Annual Financial Statement
• Serving on the Finance Committee

Join the BCA team as the organization’s Treasurer. In return,
you’ll receive free admission into club nights, an official BCA
Treasurer badge, and a special burgee! Orientation to the
position will be provided.
Contact Commodore Jennifer Handley,
commodore@bluewatercruising.org, to volunteer.
There are also a few vacant Chapter Watch positions. Check
with your local Watch regarding opportunities to serve.
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Cruising Adventures
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Enjoy four nights of engaging presentations. Voyagers will share their exciting experiences and practical advice about sailing offshore.

February 28 to March 28
WHERE
Granville Island Hotel
1253 Johnston Street
Vancouver, BC
WHEN
Friday evenings
7:30 pm to 10:00 pm
Doors open at 7:00 pm
COST PER EVENING
BCA Member $10.00
Non-Member $15.00

THE 2014 SPEAKERS
FEBRUARY 28 - POLAR BEARS TO PENGUINS
Nancy Krill and Mark Roye sailed the track of Yankee sealers, whalers and fur
traders from the Eastern Arctic to Alaska by way of Cape Horn and Antarctica.
MARCH 7 - MAGICAL MEDITERRANEAN TO TROPICAL CARIBBEAN
Accomplished circumnavigator Liza Copeland shares her in-depth expertise
cruising the Mediterranean, highlighting ancient sites, cultures and picturesque
anchorages as well as the challenges of crossing the Atlantic Ocean.
MARCH 21 - SOUTH ISLANDER - MEMORIES OF A CRUISING DOG
Mandy Spottiswoode recounts the trials, triumphs and tales of cruising
the inland waters of Beautiful B.C. on a hand-crafted wooden sailboat
accompanied by two cruising dogs.

COST OF SERIES
BCA Member $30.00
Non-Member $50.00
TICKETS
• Online (credit card & PayPal)
www.bluwatercruising.org
• At the door, if still available
• At BCA Vancouver Club Nights
Event coordinated by Anne Brevig
and sponsored by

MARCH 28 - NAKED HANDSHAKES & FLYING LAVA - CRUISING VANUATU
Enjoy wild stories, touching moments and stunning images as Beth and
Norm Cooper recount their explorations through this remote and primordial
South Pacific island nation.

For event tickets and more details go to:

www.bluewatercruising.org
12
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REPORT

Vancouver Fleet
Women’s Night
By Beth Cooper, Sarah Jean II

O

n Tuesday, January 7, 2014 the women of the
Vancouver Fleet met at Spruce Harbour Marina
Lounge to discuss topics of interest to them. Let’s
face it: most of us girls can talk about batteries for
only so long! In my experience, I have found there
are certain issues surrounding cruising that concern
women more than men. The Fleet Women’s Night
was designed to provide the opportunity for women
to gather together and discuss these issues.
There were 19 women in attendance. Gloria
Hanssmann, Paikea Mist, and I offered tips and
suggestions based on our combined seven years of
offshore cruising experience. Topics included:

Here is a quote that Angela Minshall, Katie M II,
gave to me at the Women’s Night and I thought I’d
share it with the group:
The Psychology of the Ocean Sailor
Fear is a nuisance. It clogs up the brain. It doesn’t do a
damned thing for the boat or for the successful conclusion
of the passage. It belongs with all the other vices that nature
seems to have thrust at us to prevent our reaching the infinity
that is our right and that we are going to reach for anyway,
unless we let fear foul up the winch sheets.
Concern is another thing altogether. That is facing up to the
reality of any given situation. Worry, often confused with
concern, is nature’s way of getting her foot in the door so
that fear can come traipsing in, bringing her second cousin, a
real dangerous doxy, panic, with her. Concern is the hallmark
of a good seaman. About himself, his ship, other people, and
the situation with which he is confronted. It is the harbinger
of solutions, the defeater of fear.
Tristan Jones - from a speech given to The Explorer’s Club
in New York in March 1977

• Leaving your home - choices
•	Methods of keeping in touch with family and
friends while cruising
• Meeting friends and family in foreign ports
• How to keep your provisions fresher longer
• Should you take crew or not?
• What to do about BC Medical Insurance
•	Clothing and sun protection - suggestions for the
tropics
• Seasickness remedies
During the break many women voiced their
interest in increasing their sailing skills. Others had
fears about bad weather. Another concern was communicating with your husband/partner at sea. What
if things go sideways and he becomes overbearing?
There is nowhere to hide on a boat, is there?
Perhaps there is a need for a second session of the
Vancouver Fleet Women. I think we only scratched
the surface of topics of interest to women cruisers. I
know it helps to discuss issues with other women who
have the same concerns. We can all help and support
one another. In the end we’ll all feel better prepared
when we head out cruising.

Vancouver 604-271-2111
5-11911 Machrina Way, Richmond, BC V7A 4V3
Sales: Drew Mitchell
Drewm@sales.northsails.com
Sales: Steve Crowe
Better by Design
Stevec@sales.northsails.com
www.northsails.com
Peter Lyons photo
Sail Care: Dennis Lefeaux
Dennis@sales.northsails.com
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Postcards

Offshore

from

Karina C
SPENCER 35 SLOOP
Anita and Jay Bigland

BURPing in La Paz

R

ob Murray of Avant
organized a BCA BURP
at the Dinghy Dock Pub at Marina Palmira in La Paz on
December 27th.
Attending the BURP were: Will and Marilyn, Shaman I;
Wayne and Judy, Curiositas; Malcolm and Deanna, Good as
Gold; Rob and Deborah, Avant; Michelle and Dave, Pelagia;
Stephanos, O Dadis; Jim and Tricia, Falcon VII; Hugh and
Graciela, Gypsy Dream; Ted and Pam, Roundabout II; and
Jay and Anita, Karina C.
It was a good time for all. We appreciate Rob’s efforts to
organize the BURP. We learned of each other’s cruising plans
and had a chance to discuss what is on the cruisers’ minds
right now. The buzz around the marina is the impounding
of many of the cruising boats for up to 120 days. It really

Some of the BURP attendees.

heated up when Richard Spindler’s boat, Profligate, was
one of reportedly hundreds of boats impounded. He is the
publisher of Latitude 38 and a strong advocate of nautical
tourism in Mexico. The division of the Mexican government
responsible is unfortunately named AGACE. In French the
word has a completely different meaning (agacer = to annoy).
The popular wisdom is to keep all documentation up-to-date
and a letter (in both English and Spanish) with pictures of the
numbers and their location in a zip lock bag on your lifelines.
Marina Palmira is a popular waypoint for boats in transit,
so it is a good place to do an anchor survey. Jay walked the
dock this morning and of the 103 boats he looked at, the
primary anchors were:
• Rocna and Manson – 35
• CQR – 30
• Bruce – 22
• Delta – 5
• Other – 9
• Danforth – 2
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Jay did not consider powerboats that usually stay at
dock. Nor did he include boats that were substantially larger
or smaller than the usual cruising boat. When you consider
boats that look like they were recently outfitted, the Rocna
and Manson anchors seem to be significantly more popular
choices. For us, we have found no complaints with the CQR
we have used for many years. It has held us through many
Northers and so we will not be changing anytime soon.

Sea Whisper
The Pacific Puddle Jump to the Marquesas

I

FRASER 50 KETCH
Lionel Dobson and
Barbara Erickson

t seems that all major bodies of water are given
a nickname so that the sailors about to embark
on a major challenging ocean passage are not
intimidated by the nautical miles they must sail. The Brits
have nicknamed the Atlantic ‘The Pond’. The Americans
have nicknamed the Pacific ‘The Puddle’.

Sea Whisper is about to make the ‘Puddle Jump’ —
3,000 miles of open ocean to French Polynesia. No stops,
no stores, no anchorages, and nowhere to get repairs. Just a
highway of salt water. There would be just the two of us on
Sea Whisper. Yes, we had our concerns. We were confident
in Sea Whisper’s ability to handle heavy winds and weather.
She had safely crossed other oceans and all of her gear and
systems had been checked and doubled-checked and there
were spares for the spares! Enough food and supplies in
our lockers and stores were onboard for 2-3 months. Sea
Whisper was ready for the southeast trades and the tropics.
But were we mentally prepared? The prospect of considerably less sleep with a 3-hour watch routine for three weeks,
living together 24/7, and being confined to fifty feet would
be somewhat disconcerting for any Skipper and First Mate.

Heading Out

T

he first few days we had light winds as we
were working our way south and west to get
away from the Doldrums, the ITCZ (Intertropical
Convergence Zone) where the NE and SE Tradewinds meet
at the Equator. We did some motoring (19 hours). Finally
the SE trades started filling in and we were off. “We’ve got
the trades!” we shouted. At no time did we feel we were
all alone on the big ocean. The cruisers themselves had
set up radio nets en route to check in twice a day to track
each others’ position and progress, compare weather in our
specific area, brag about or bemoan how many fish were
caught or lost, and who had the ‘catch of the day’(or lost
the most gear)! Our net was known as the ‘Galloper’ net.
It was enlightening to know that the ‘Gallopers’ and our
other fellow cruisers were spread out over the 3,000 miles
even though we felt all alone with the tempestuous sea,
the infinite sky, and the host of stars sprinkled throughout
the heavens each night. At times another boat would be
close and then, depending on our wind speed, we would be
gaining on the boats in front of us. The competitive edge!
Of course!

Other Cruisers

W

hile in the Galapagos, we met other cruisers who
were embarking on the same passage. In the offshore
cruising community, friendships are quickly formed as we
all have something in common…we are all foolish enough
to own a boat, have the urge to travel to far off destinations,
and at times, at a speed barely above a brisk walk. The
majority of cruising boats have SSB radios, which transmit
worldwide radio telephone coverage, enable us to download
weather information, allow us to talk to each other at times,
tie into the ‘ham’ networks, and maybe conduct a telephone
patch to talk to loved ones at home.
 PRIL 6, 2013 LOG ENTRY:
A
En route Hiva Oa, Marquesas
 830, 1430 UTC, depart Puerto Villamil,
0
Isla Isabela, Galapagos
057.86 S 90.57.8 W
Prior to leaving we contacted our families and offered
a prize to the one who came closest to guessing our actual
passage time…‘The Sea Whisper Puddle Jump Contest’.
Everybody got ‘on board’ with their guesses. We had 16
entries.

Lionel adjusts the windvane.
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Sea Whisper... (cont’d)

Day by Day

T

he miles were flowing under Sea Whisper’s keel. She
was sailing the ‘Great Circle Route’ recommended by
Pacific Passage Planner, which, over the past hundreds of
years, has proven to be a safe and fast route. We sailed a
more northerly course with less countercurrent. The days
started blending together. On our slowest day we sailed 108
miles in 24 hours. On our fastest day we travelled 192 miles.

Sea Whisper sailing in 20 – 25 knot tradewinds.

Our watch system was working well for us. We and the
boat functioned rhythmically with 3 hours on, 3 hours off
through the night, 9pm to 9am. During the day we were
more relaxed and usually took turns having a nap in the
afternoon. “All is well on board,” we reported to net control
on our daily check-ins.
We experienced a few heavy rain squalls and wind shifts.
We caught some fish. We read books and ate good food.
And then, one early morning, our mainsail collapsed on the
deck…the halyard had broken at the top of the mast. There
were anxious moments indeed when Lionel had to scale to
the top of the mast to replace the broken halyard. The seas
at the time were 5-7 feet swells. You can imagine how far the
top of the mast was swinging, can’t you?! I think there are
still fingerprints on the mast where he was holding on while
replacing the halyard. He escaped with sore leg muscles and
a few red welts on his chest.
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A beauty of a Yellowfin tuna!

Squid Attack

O

ne strange moment on our journey was when we were
attacked by a ‘herd’ of squid! I was below and heard
Lionel shout, “I’ve been hit in the chest by a squid! We’re
under attack!” The attack lasted just seconds. When the
assault was over, there were 40-50 squid on deck. Most
of them had sprayed their ink…what a mess. It took us
over an hour to remove the bodies and the smeared blue
liquid. What we assume had happened is that some fish
were chasing them and the startled squid leapt out of water
and splatter, splatter… all over Sea Whisper. That night on
the net we warned the other cruisers behind us about the
danger zone. We gave them the latitude and longitude so
they could avoid a similar situation.

The Sea

T

he magic of the ocean is difficult
to put into words. The ocean
waves and swells are mesmerizing,
similar to watching a fire burn —
always moving, never the same.
The stars are so clear you feel you
can reach out and touch them. The
Southern Cross is the new constellation, not the Big Dipper.

Crossing the Equator!

Ah, the scenery! Hiva Oa, Marquesa Islands.

W

atching the sea birds, the flying fish, the petrels, the
albatross, the frigates swooping and soaring helps
while away the hours. Days blend together. And then, one
night in a full moon, we look out and there is land. After
19 days, 19 hours, and 45 minutes the anchor is down. Sea
Whisper has safely taken us 2,968 nm. We are here in Hiva
Oa, Marquesas. At 0100, April 26, 2013, we cracked open
a bottle of champagne and, proud of our accomplishment,
toasted our landfall and our successful journey across the
Pacific. We still love each other and we’re still talking… life
is good. And sister Charlotte won the family ‘Puddle Jump’
contest with her guess of 19 days and 12 hours.
Soon after landing, we heard of several boats and their
adversities in their journey: broken mast, a few broken autopilots, malfunctioned steering gear, and a broken rudder. We
felt lucky that Sea Whisper remained unscathed for the most
part… other than the broken halyard.
cfn4129@sailmail.com
www.sailblogs.com/member/svseawhisper
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Hydroquest

I

whole experience of ‘bumper boats’ was comt all began on New Year’s Eve. We left
pletely worthwhile.
Cammeray Marina on the morning of
BENETEAU FIRST 42
December 30th and motor-sailed around
Sarah and Will Curry
Late morning on January 1st we moved
Middle Head to Athol Bay – The destination
Hydroquest over to Blackwattle Bay, a.k.a. the
for fireworks viewing in the Harbour. There were already
international yacht anchorage. It’s a fantastic location in the
many boats anchored, but we were early enough to snag a
city, but unfortunately, the holding is very poor. In fact – we
good spot near all our friends. We set the anchor hard and
had to rush back from downtown one afternoon after a phone
then put all the fenders out.
call from Nina and Ola, who were onboard:
Strangely enough, after a night without issue, the next
afternoon Hydroquest was touching the sailboat behind
us. Or it was touching her? By that point, there was so
much chain laid out on the sea floor, different amounts for
everyone, who knows what was happening down there?
Regardless, we moved Hydroquest to anchor in another very
tight spot… Not an easy task with everyone watching and
hoping we didn’t get too close to them.
Late afternoon on New Year’s Eve, we decided to initiate
a BC-inspired ‘dinghy raft up party’. Okestern, Ninita, and
we dressed up (seriously – the most formal we’ve been in
years – white collared shirts and ties for the guys and black
dresses for the girls; barefoot, of course) and jumped in
our dinghies with beers and music and beckoned for other
dinghies to join us.
Twenty minutes and twenty-five more dinghies later, we
had a giant flotilla! Then, much to our chagrin, the police
boat showed up. All the spectator yachts watching our
infamous raft-up were laughing at the prospect of seeing our
party broken up. But – the police boat joined on to the end
of the raft up for a couple of minutes (I think they wished
they could stay longer) and then sent us floating on our way.
Needless to say – the fireworks were incredible. The

Just Add Water.

Scan to watch a video
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Ninita: “Hi guys, did you re-anchor Hydroquest before
you left?”
Us: “Uhh, no…”
Ninita: “She’s in the middle of the channel.”
Us: “Uh, what?!”
It goes down on the records as the only time we’ve ever
dragged anchor with our Manson Supreme. It took us – no
joke – seven times to reset the anchor in Rozelle Bay, just
around the corner (we normally set it on the first attempt).
We snagged big rocks, old cables, plastic bags and other
garbage.
When we were finally secure in about 3 feet of water
under the keel at low tide, we had a visit from the Maritime
Police. The designated anchoring spots are marked with
yellow buoys and yes, we were just outside them. The designated area was completely full and too shallow for us.
It took another two (friendly) visits from the Maritime
Police for us to finally move. And since we need to leave
Hydroquest for a little while, we realized that a mooring ball
was going to be absolutely necessary. Fifteen phone calls
later, we secured the last available commercial mooring in
the entire Harbour.
The sob story continues: We went
to pick up the mooring and ‘plop!’
Will’s iPhone dropped out of his jacket
pocket and into the drink. No more
iPhone. Then we rowed the dinghy to
shore and the paddle broke. No more
paddle. Then we went into town and
walked across the street and were
apprehended by the police, again.
Luckily, no ticket for jaywalking was
issued.
So – now we’re in Melbourne,
Victoria. We were just getting into too
much trouble in New South Wales!

Letters Offshore
from

A Tale from the Edge or... a Saga of
Delivering a C&C 40, Against All Odds

Surgiamo

with a brand new bundle of rode. We backed
down and I made the call to secure. Fine…
NORTHCOAST & BENETEAU
But that 8" wrap of red tape (thought to be
914 SLOOP
was a dark and stormy night! Indeed
a length measurement) that passed by over
this be mostly true. We were northKen Wright
the bow held a sick surprise. The miserable
bound out of San Pedro Marina, Long Beach,
stuff bound two ends of the rode together, no
California in a slippery C&C 40 racer nicknamed CCR.
match
for
a
7-ton
boat in reverse at 1 knot. M/M was almost
These are good day-racing boats in protected waters.
speechless… “What the #@*&#%!” We trolled, dragged,
Vancouver, BC was some 1,300 nautical as-the-crow-fliessnagged, and groped. No luck. We then dug out a dumb
miles north. Aboard was Main Man (M/M), me — both of
Danforth copy and set that.
us seasoned Atlantic pond passage guys — and Wannabe.

’T

We expected to motor much of the way to make deadlines,
so we carried an extra 24 gallons of fuel to augment our
18 (US) gallon tank feeding a healthy, shiny-grey 36-hp
Yanmar. Newly fitted was a fine 3-blade Autostream feathering propeller. There was good push-power in calm conditions.
Sixteen hours after our dusk departure, we stopped to
refuel in the Santa Barbara area, and pick up a Fourth Crew
(F/C), a friend of Wannabe. This was propitious as F/C
essentially replaced Wannabe, who soon took to bunk for
the duration. Our fuel consumption was an encouraging
2.5 litre/hour at 6.5 knots in flat water. The weather was,
however, deteriorating as night fell. We hunkered down for
a long, wet, lumpy night. This was early March.
Sometimes nights can be less intimidating than days. See
not, fear not? The morning offered ugly north at 20/25-knots
stuff… we pounded-slapped, pounded-slapped into it. You’ve
been there before. A C&C cuts through the water very well on
most points of sail. But wind on the nose revealed her main
design flaw, a flat section of hull forward of the keel and no
fullness forward. We could only dream of a lovely soft entry
spoon bow dropping fetchingly to a full keel. Dropping is
what fine entry bows do after meter-plus waves pass under…
again and again and again.
We were crawling north, but our Wannabe was sliding
south. So 30 unpleasant hours later, with engine out of fuel,
F/C suggested a safe respite to regroup that our small scale
chart did not reveal. We bore off and ran ‘like the clappers’,
double digits, 10 miles SE into a wee nook of calm called
San Simeon. You know well what 5 knots of wind nudging
a 2" ripple means… Heaven!
On our starboard side above the rolling green hills rests
Hearst Castle. San Simeon offers fine protection from all but
southern quadrant winds. There is no dinghy dock, but a
fine sandy beach along the lines of the ‘Soggy Dollar Bar’ on
Jost Van Dyke, BVI. An upscale country-casual, wine-tasting,
luncherie waits ashore. We put out a fine Fortress anchor

At times like this, tradition dictates a respectful salute
of thank-you to Poseidon, such as a dollop of randy rum.
Offering more would be superfluous, eh? So it was to be.
A fine bottle of Kraken was our new best friend. Between
F/C, to whom we are deeply indebted (but no more than 1
bottle), M/M, moi, and Poseidon (who got the runt’s share),
we found the bottom of the barrel.
Such a peaceful sleep until the 0500h crew change.
Wannabe, finally vertical again, and F/C signed off. Good
Friend (G/F), who had been waiting ashore for an hour,
rowed the dinghy back out to CCR through the wee surf.
He showed poise, after travelling from Italy to Vancouver to
Vernon to Vancouver to San Francisco to San Simeon in the
past 48 hours. The warm morning sun was rising, G/F was
down for a much needed rest, and M/M and I steamed north
again for another rendezvous with more crew. The weather
developed, wind and sea, and the pound-slap continued in
earnest. It was not to be.
About 1700h, M/M, who was resting below, geysered
out of the cabin. “We got water! Man the pumps!” We were
seriously taking on water. The 800-gph bilge pump and
hand pump that G/F worked from the wheel were tested
to their limits, and kept on ticking! It made no apparent
difference. We slowed down to minimize our pounding.
Floorboards well under, M/M and I began the bucket brigade.
I filled a 2-gallon plastic bucket from the bilge under the
companionway stairs and M/M dumped it into the cockpit.
The turnaround was 7 to 8 seconds. To be honest, not all
buckets made a successful exit. A note about buckets… We
had started with three plastic cheapies. The first parted from
the hand overboard while holding stomach contents. The
second succumbed to frightful footwork. We really needed
#3 to stay afloat.
After 2+ hours, we seemed to be getting ahead. We
enjoyed one moment only, standing on solid wood again.
But it was temporary. I calmly, ok not calmly, searched all
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through hull hoses and valves, closing all but the engine
sea water intake. Our shiny grey brute was still putting out.
The water was now back over the floorboards. The northern
floor hatches were bubbling up sooner than the southern.
We both suspected a hull breach, but it was not easy to say
the words. And yet our soggy but undaunted composure was
maintained. M/M and I looked at each other… and knew.
Time to call for HELP!
“Pan Pan, Pan Pan!” first time ever that I had to make
that call. “This is S/V CCR located Latitude __ N, Longitude
__W (about 5 miles west of Cape Blanco) with a request for
help from any vessel in the area with a high volume pump.”
The one and only reply (seriously, who else would be out
there?) came from Coast Guard Station San Francisco. He
asked for the vessel description, number of people aboard,
their ages (I lied a little), and where we were bound for. I
answered quickly, and then said, “I have to get back to work.”
He said that a helicopter would be sent out to find us, and

then stay in visual contact until an all-weather rescue vessel
could reach us. There were more enquiries and position
checks in the next hour. We kept bailing. G/F was pumping,
driving, and barely staying awake.
Coast Guard Vessel Four Digit (CG4d) found us easily
and we began the dance. It was ugly black, ugly lumpy,
but only 15 knots. The very competent captain asked us to
head downwind, which was unfortunately not the same as
down-wave. We both rolled… big rolled. The pump transfer
happened with incident. The weight of the 55-gallon fibreglass drum was a guarded Coast Guard secret, less than 100
pounds, I hoped. We caught the heaving line, pulled the
drum to our transom and fought to grapple it into the cockpit
past the 6' wheel. M/M pulled a back muscle in the process.
The lid flew off, plasticized instructions read; fuel tank
fitted atop the pump, plugged in, and miraculously started.
No water! CG4d put Zack aboard by coming alongside with
hair splitting professionalism in blender conditions for the
split second transfer. The brave lad knew the system well.
He checked the hoses, primed like hell, then started the
engine. It worked! Water going out at a heck of a rate... for
2½ seconds! Great help… good pump… wrong application.
The 4"-diameter ribbed suction hose was designed for
high volume. Our sectioned bilge with its small limber holes
could not meet the demand. Zack was called back aboard
CG4d. I understood the captain’s need to keep his team
together. We would have to develop a system to prime/start
the pump when it was deep enough in the cabin to accommodate the demand, an unnerving but effective way. We
instantly developed great faith in our new best friend pump.
At some point en route, G/F and I changed roles to share the
challenge of following a gyrating compass in foggy blackness.
We had been given a bearing by the CG4d captain. Can a
snake wriggle straight?
So, every 1½ minutes for the next 7+ hours, M/M would
prime/start and I would move the heavy suction hose between
the two deepest bilges. At one point I asked the captain if
he would tow us so that one man was free to help with the
pump. He respectfully declined, not because he did not want
to, I believe, but probably because of rules. Our fine Yanmar
beast was still pushing us north a little faster now.
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We were getting low on fuel in our tank. We had spare
gallons in jerry cans, but were short-staffed to do the work.
When told of this condition, the captain responded that
CG4d would be close behind if conditions got worse. What
could possibly go wrong?

You don’t want to think or feel, but you know. The smelly
stuff is gonna meet the fan. The motor died. By its sound,
I did not suspect a fuel problem. It was another liquid, and
it was everywhere. Water and junk (an oil absorption mat
ripped into small pieces by the spinning shaft coupling)
ingested into the air intake somehow tore off or rotted the
foam filter, which then plugged the intake valves.
“Captain, our motor has stopped!”
“We will be alongside in a minute. I advise you to make
a bridle to share the load on your bow cleats.”
“Captain, we have no bow cleats, or stern as well.”
“Swish it”, I think he said.
CG4d came nearby to deliver the heaving line. M/M
and G/F, both tethered, swash-buckled to the bow. On the
third attempt, M/M caught the heaving line while G/F was
catching M/M from going over. Then the 40m towline was
pulled aboard and secured to the forestay chain plate. As we
were being towed, I remembered the captain’s earlier advice.
We should take great care to pass seaward of a red flashing
light ahead on our starboard side. But it was blacker than
Guinness, so I asked the captain about our progress. “I’ve
never seen fog this thick,” said he. Thanks, radar man!

I had called the owner at about 2200h to say that we
had ‘issues’ to deal with, and would he please drive to
Monterey instead of Eureka to meet us. Another good friend
was with him for moral support and legal words of wisdom.
They arrived about 1700h to find all the insides…outside,
and three slumped pumpers. With heartfelt hugs and five
pop-fizz, we were temporarily revived. After dinner and
back aboard, we reunited with our buddy ‘Kraken’. The day
was history.
Over the next four days we cleaned up, prepped the
hull for repairs, and brought her motor back to life. The
only engine system not affected was the crankcase oil that
showed not a trace of water. The stories flowed and a happy
tear or two as well.
A sinking does not look good on one’s résumé. With great
teamwork and great help, we did not panic and stood tall to
the challenge. Was this… one of our finer hours?

With nothing to focus on, as CG4d was lost in the inky
fog 100 m ahead, and the bow often thrown aside by passing
waves, G/F found the steering …not easy. Only the occasional
taut towline showed him where CG4d might be. Yet, as I now
think back, we were never bored. Adrenalin is good that way.
The captain had called a marina in Monterey to arrange
for a travel lift to stand by. When we could see, what a
beautiful sight! After we tied to the prep dock, we gathered
all the pump parts and returned them to the CG4d crew.
“Gee, we don’t expect to get all the parts back,” said one good
fellow. There was also paperwork to be filled out at 0500h,
but my mind was weary and waterlogged.
As CCR was being lifted, someone thought out loud,
“How are we gonna find the leak?” No worries, mate! You
could have showered a basketball team under the fracture
forward of the keel. The good news, only 12" of the 30"
original fracture had really opened. We dodged a bullet.
Another heart-warming sight was the rising sun on a coffee
shop beside our ‘happy to be terra-firmed’ boat. After a hearty
coffee/pancake/coffee breakfast, we shuffled through a slow
dryout/cleanup day. Ahh, there was musical background.
A choral group of sea lions was tuning up on the nearby
breakwater.
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OOPS!
Submitted by:
Subject:
Location:

LESSONS
LEARNED … The Hard Way
			
Rob Murray, Avant
Fighting a fire aboard!
California Yacht Club, Marina del Rey, California

Situation:	While walking the docks we stumbled on a boat on fire. Other passers-by had called 911, but
no one had taken steps to attack the fire directly. I scoped out the situation and determined it
seemed to be related to the shore power cord, which I disconnected at the dock box. I then got
a hose and began hosing down the flames. I asked the person in the boat next door to help by
getting me a fire extinguisher. It was a small one. I then got a large extinguisher from the dock
fire station. When the exterior fire was out, I opened the adjacent locker lid just a crack and
shot the fire extinguisher into the opening. I then opened the locker all the way and finished
extinguishing the fire. The fire department arrived within 5-10 minutes, but the fire was out.
Mistake Made:	In my haste to attack the fire, I used a wash down/garden hose, but a fire hose was nearby on
the dock. I should have used that. Mistakes were made by others nearby. They did not respond
to the fire other than by calling 911 and trying to reach the owner on their phones. Even the
occupant of the boat next to the fire had to be asked several times to assist by passing me a
fire extinguisher before she passed me a small extinguisher, and only a single one at that.

FIRE!

Close-up of the damage to
the power cord plug.

The fire’s aftermath included fibreglass
damage and a melted power cord plug.

Lesson Learned:	Burning fibreglass is hard to put out. It took a long time to douse the exterior fire with the
hose. When spraying the hose on the fibreglass, the fire would re-erupt from the heat even
after a substantial dousing. The time to put out the fire was far longer than I thought, minutes
of running water rather than the few seconds I thought it should take.
		To put out the fire inside the locker, it took about 3/4 of the capacity of the 20-lb. dockside
fire extinguisher. Most boat extinguishers are 2½ or 5-lb units, so using those, I would have
needed 6 X 2½-lb or 3 X 5-lb units, which may be more than some boats carry, yet this was a
small fire.
		If not at a dock, a bucket on a rope or wash down hose using sea water would have been the
best options to put it out, as the extinguishers aboard might not have been enough, and were
in any case inaccessible due to the smoke in the interior. Even if I knew where they were, I
would have had to brave the toxic fumes to get them. So having some firefighting equipment
in the cockpit/topsides is a good idea.
		When extinguished, the fire had already deformed the fibreglass of the propane locker. A
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OOPS!
Lesson Learned:
(cont’d)

LESSONS
LEARNED … The Hard Way
			
heated propane tank will vent propane (not explode). Venting propane into a fire is bad! Fast
action and getting the fire under control were critical to a successful outcome in this case.

	I cannot explain why other boat owners in the area, who were aware of the fire, did not rush
in with their arms filled with their fire extinguishers. Do not count on others to spring into
action.
		

Check your shore power cord. This sort of thing could ruin your whole day.

Bonus Outcome:	That night, in the ‘unanticipated benefit’ category, Debra was able to realize every girl’s dream
and sleep with a real firefighter… me!
Have a Story?

 e have all made mistakes and learned valuable lessons the hard way. Do you have a story you
W
want to share with BCA members so we can learn from your experience? If so, please submit
it for publication in this column using the section headings ‘Submitted by’ through ‘Repairs’
or ‘Lesson Learned’. Thanks!

Galley
Send your story to currents@bluewatercruising.org with ‘OOPS!’ in the subject line.

Watch

		

Galley

Watch

Crepes
While spending time in
Papeete, Tahiti, French
Polynesia, Bill and I enjoyed
eating crepes purchased from
‘les trucks’, the mobile cafés
at the waterfront. Crepes can
be the basis for main dishes
or for desserts. Often we
would share an entrée crepe
(stuffed with meat, seafood,
or veggies and garnished
with a savoury cheese sauce,
for example) and then share
a dessert crepe (filled with
whipped cream or ice cream
and festooned with fresh fruit
or smothered in chocolate
sauce). Magnifique!

Contributed by Donna Sassaman, Alia

Basic Crepe Recipe
Makes 8 crepes
Ingredients
•	1 cup unbleached white flour
(for savoury crepes, I often use
1/2 whole wheat and 1/2 white)
• 2 large eggs, lightly beaten
• 1/2 cup milk
• 1/2 cup water
• 1/4 teaspoon salt
• 2 tablespoons butter, melted
Directions
1.	Put the flour into a large
mixing bowl.
2.	Whisk together the milk,
water, and eggs.
3.	Gradually add the wet
ingredients to the dry, stirring
to combine.

4.	Add the salt and butter; beat until
smooth.
5.	Let rest, covered, for approximately 30
minutes.
6.	Heat a lightly oiled frying pan over
medium high heat. Pour the batter into
the pan, using about 1/4 cup for each
crepe. Tilt the pan with a circular motion
so that the batter coats the surface evenly.
7.	Cook the crepe for about 2 minutes, until
the bottom is light brown. Loosen with
a spatula, turn and cook the other side
until light brown.
8.	Remove the crepe to a piece of wax paper.
9.	Continue cooking the rest of the crepes,
buttering the pan and stirring the batter
before starting each one.
10.	Stack the finished crepes between sheets
of wax paper.
11.	Serve hot, or let cool, wrap airtight, and
freeze for up to 1 month.
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Tradewinds
PLEASE NOTE: Nautical ads placed in Tradewinds are free to BCA members and are printed on a monthly basis.
Cost for a one-month ad to non-members is $35.00 CDN plus $10.00 for a photo. Cheques are payable to Bluewater
Cruising Association and are sent to the BCA Treasurer at Bluewater Cruising Association, 8886 Hudson Street,
Vancouver, BC V6P 4N2. Please post your ad to the website, www.bluewatercruising.org/forums/ and/or email
your ad to currents@bluewatercruising.org with ‘Tradewinds’ and your name in the subject line.
The submission deadline is the 15th of the month for the month-after-next issue, e.g., July 15th for the
September issue. Ads must be renewed monthly. For ads posted to the website: To have your ad removed
after your item has sold, please contact the Webmaster at webmaster@bluewatercruising.org. and the Currents
Editor at currents@bluewatercruising.org. Thank you!

BOATS

For Sale: Caretta, Tartan 42. Fantastic ocean cruiser
for sale, with 8 berths in three cabins, 9 sails, and great
equipment for safe, fun sailing in coastal or offshore
waters! A classic Sparkman & Stephens design Exceptionally well-equipped and maintained annually
by knowledgeable owner. Upgrades have included all
standing rigging, running lines, lifelines, furler, hatch
glass, Comnav 1420 autopilot, Monitor servo-vane,
gearbox, windlass, dodger and bimini, interior lighting,
etc. Also has Garmin Chartplotter, VHF plus SSB radio
with backstay antenna, Pactor modem for weather/email via laptop. Three anchors, 4-person liferaft,
Garmin Chartplotter, radar, etc. and much more - plus
many spares. Bottom paint and zincs for shaft and
MaxProp replaced annually (most recently June, 2013).
Insurance survey checked out ‘A-1’. Copy of full specs
and survey on request. A fully equipped vessel for
$89,000 − local and ready to go!
Contact John Reid, 604-461-1277.
For Sale: 47.7' Bristol sailboat in excellent condition.
No expense spared to maintain the beauty and comfort
of this bluewater liveaboard. Built in 1992, Iridium
underwent a total refit in 2009.
Safety features we added: New sails by Carol Hasse,
new rod rigging, and new Yanmar 75hp engine.
Dedicated davit, winch, gate, and boarding ladder for
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man-overboard retrieval. Extra high volume bilge pump
(3600 gal/hr) with its own separate 2" drain hose leading
in straight line aft through the transom. Latches added to
all floorboards, locks, bars, or straps securing all lockers,
fridge/freezer doors. Iridium can withstand a knockdown
without shifting the weight of all dumped contents to
the downside of the boat; this permits her to right herself
more easily. Cockpit with its own radar, chart plotter and
radio; no need to go below to check position or transmit.
Mast-mounted fog-horn/loudspeaker with automatic
signaling. 40kg Rocna anchor and 300' of chain.
Shark Drogue with bridle and 300' of line. Emergency
steering tiller.
Added nav/com features: AIS (transmit/receive), new
VHF, new Iridium sat phone, new SSB with Pactor
modem, two new chartplotters.
Comfort features: New bimini, dodger with full cockpit
enclosure by La Fabrica, new upholstery, new Force 10
oven, new ElectroSan waste water sterilizer. New Spectra
watermaker plumbed into two tanks, each with separate
auto shut off when filled. New Webasto hot water heating
system, new Dry Zone dehumidifier system.
Electrical: new AGM house battery bank (650 amp
hrs), new inverter/charger, new solar panels, and new
‘Smartplug’ shore power connections.
General description: Centre cockpit sloop (we added
removable inner forestay and running back stays).
Electric in-mast furling main sail. Roller furling head
sail. Centreboard 5' draft up, 11' draft down; best used
to dampen rolling in heavy swells. 8 Kw diesel generator,
two air conditioner/reverse heaters, two heads. Aft cabin
with centerline queen, accessible from both sides. Both
heads with showers, aft with separate shower stall. Galley
located on starboard side at base of companionway – easy
to pass food for cockpit dining.
No other sailboat is comparable for the same price.
Currently moored in Puerto Vallarta but can be
transported to BC. Asking $450,000.
Contact melstorrier@gmail.com.

Tradewinds
For Sale: Morgan 36 ‘Out Island’ sloop. Built 1973 by
Morgan Yachts, Right Galah sailed in Lake Ontario
until 1999. She is a solid, roomy, comfortable, proven
center-cockpit liveaboard cruiser. She has taken us
from Toronto to New Orleans and from Vancouver to
Costa Rica, as well as doing local cruising. We added
a custom aluminum hardtop, glass windshield, and
full side curtains for Northwest weather. Large aft
cabin, main cabin, V-berth, and 2 heads. 40-hp Volvo
turbo-diesel, in an accessible engine room. Hydraulic
autopilot, GPS, and 16-mile radar. Re-wired DC
system, solar panels on the hardtop. Upsized rigging,
Sta-Lok terminals. Full-batten main, 4 jibs (one is
roller-furling). 20 kg Bruce anchor and 100' chain
rode. Lots of interior storage. $30,000.
Contact Charles Cohen at
cpcohen1945@yahoo.com or 604-537-1255.

For Sale: Fraser 36 Cutter. It’s time to move on to
another adventure. We are selling Aleydabeth, our
Fraser 36. She was launched in 2008, and is currently
sitting in San Blas, Mexico. She is well built, well
outfitted (how many boats do you know of with
a Lavac Baby Blake head?), and only 5 years old.
We want to see if there is any interest in the BCA
community in Canada before we list her with a broker
in Mazatlan. We are asking $120,000. I can provide
any details requested. Lyle, lbalmers@gmail.com

For Sale or Trade: Nicholson 42.
Gosling is ready for her next
adventure. Built in Britain in
1974, to Lloyd Standards, she is
a solid and comfortable cruiser
with many upgrades. She is
presently on the Caribbean side
of the Panama Canal but will
be sailed to Rio Dulce by April
2014. If you are considering
buying a proven cruiser
already situated in the tropics,
consider Gosling. She is ketchrigged, center cockpit with solid dodger, aft cabin, 84 HP
dependable engine, and everything you need to start your
adventure. Delivery to the west coast of Mexico might be
considered. Asking price is $82,000. Our aim is to downsize
to a 36-38 ft boat, under 10 tons, due to limitations of
our club, so any offers of a trade/part trade for a similarly
equipped and dependable boat in BC, Pacific NW, or
Mexico’s west coast will be considered. For more information
and detailed inventory please contact jgnadeau@hotmail.
com. Please allow for Internet lapses due to our itinerary
this season. We will be cruising the Panamanian coast to
Cartagena then into the Caribbean until April.
For Sale: Tides End, a beautifully
maintained, one-owner Fraser 42,
Interior professionally renovated
in 1988. Completely updated
for offshore cruising in 2000.
Presently moored in Rio Dulce,
Guatemala. A great place to
start your world cruising; most
everything you need comes with
the boat. Canadian registered.
Excellent offshore cruiser with
center cockpit; aft cabin and
large V-berth; one head; nice
galley with fridge/freezer and a
three-burner Force 10 stove with oven. Spectra 200 gallonper-day watermaker. C240 Isuzu engine, new in 2000. Six
sails, Harken roller furling; three 45-watt solar panels and
a Rutland 913 Wind generator. Also included is a 10' 2"
West Marine dinghy with a 15hp Yamaha o/b, new in 2009.
Asking $80,000 CDN.
For a complete inventory list and recent photos,
please contact Reg on email at ve0reg@telus.net.

continued on page 26
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For Sale: 1982 Catalina 30. We have two boats (nice
but not practical), so the Catalina 30 has to be sold.
We have maintained and redone a lot of the boat,
from custom North Sails fully-battened main; bottom
redone; new 3-burner propane stove with oven;
two-speed self-tailing Anderson winches for jib. We
are asking $35,000. We also have (and will not sell
unless the Catalina sells) a triple-axle, custom-built
trailer. The boat is currently located on Kootenay
Lake, but we have the ability (and experience) to
move the boat elsewhere, cost negotiable. Contact
Dave and Diane Cherry, cherrys4@telus.net,
(h) 250-352-5646, (c) 250-354-8566.

For Sale: Wyndspree is a Stan Huntingford designed
53-foot ketch ideal for offshore cruising and living
aboard. She is offered for sale at $160,000. She was
built in Burnaby, British Columbia by Don Kemp
and launched in1979 after a seven-year build. She
has a cutaway full keel, airex-cored fibreglass hull,
and balsa-cored fibreglass deck. Ballast is 16,000
pounds of lead encapsulated in the keel.
Features include: new (2010 - 60 hours) Volvo
Penta D2-55F diesel inboard, Quicksilver 310
inflatable, 15 HP Yamaha 4 stroke outboard,
hydraulic anchor windlass, recent complete electrical
rebuild including 2.5 kilowatt inverter with 130-amp
charger, 600-watt pure sine wave inverter, four
80-watt solar panels, 4-burner propane stove with
oven, propane on-demand water heater,
Frigo-boat freezer / fridge, Dickinson diesel Alaska
heater, Raymarine C-70 chart plotter with depth
sounder; radar, VHF radio.
More information and photos available at:
http://wyndspree.webs.com/
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For Sale: Make your dreams come true by sailing away in
this offshore-ready, professionally custom-built, cutterrigged sailboat. This one-owner Fraser 41 has crossed
the Pacific with a family of four and is now located in
the Caribbean and ready to go again. Homers’ Odyssey
has logged 40,000 miles to date with only 2800 hours
on a 4-cyl Isuzu. New Main, Yankee, Awlgrip, AIS, VHF,
primary chain, batteries, chart plotter. Two outboards, life
raft, dinghy, cruising sails including spinnaker, storm sails,
drogue, SSB, Pactor modem, two sounders, 4 anchors,
solar panels, etc. Please contact Stan and Lynn Homer at
stanlynn@gmail.com for more pictures and a complete
list of equipment. Owners are looking to cruise a trawler
on the West Coast of Canada. $89,000 US.

For Sale: Ustupu is a 31' offshore cruiser designed by Stan
Huntingford, who designed the Rafiki 37, Maple Leaf 52,
and Passport 51. She is cutter-rigged with a removable
baby stay; Airex cored fibreglass hull and balsa core deck,
built to the same scantlings as the Maple Leaf 48, by a local
engineer under the watchful eye of Huntingford himself.
Currently located in Hilo, Hawaii. Full ad on Craigslist:
http://honolulu.craigslist.org/big/boa/3739213790.html.
Price: $43,900. Contact me at
dan.schro@gmail.com for more details.

Tradewinds

For Sale: Catalina 380 (2000). We are about to list our
great Catalina 380, SeaQuill, with a broker. She is now
for sale since we have bought a catamaran in the BVI and
are going directly to cruising. She is a fantastic PNW boat
that is offshore capable. The 380 is heavy for a Catalina,
carrying over a Morgan design, which makes her very seakindly. Currently located in the Blaine Marina. If anyone
is interested, I can provide much more detail/Pics, etc.
Contact Peter Wagschal at pwagsc@hotmail.com.
For Sale: 49' Wauquiez
Centurion. Immaculate
condition; ready to cruise.
Great interior comfort. Fast
passage-making ability.
Fully equipped. Located in
La Paz, Mexico – gateway
to great cruising.
Price $210,000. For full
details, contact Jill at
jillyboat@yahoo.com or
phone at 778-863-5667.

For Sale: Alajuela 38' Cutter. A traditional Colin Archer
designed double-ender, constructed of hand laid fibreglass
in excess of Lloyds’ standards. The Alajuela 38 is a heavy
displacement vessel with a long, deep, full-length keel for
maximum stability and sea kindliness. She is designed as a
heavy weather cruising cutter for people who want to sail
the oceans. With 839 square feet of sail, the Alajuela rivals
many comparable, light displacement sailing vessels and
due to her large rudder, is surprisingly responsive. She is
designed with one purpose − to provide a safe comfortable
passage for her crew. Equipped for offshore, with full
electronics, de-salinator, self-steering gear, etc.
Email ed.mcclanahan1@hotmail.com.
For Sale: Walker Bay Odyssey Air floor Inflatable, Model
AF 240. 7' 11"length, 60" beam. Hypalon model. Main
tubes - 16.5" - 3 chambers. Air floor, 2 chambers. Pump,
oars, carry case, and repair kit. 5-years-old but never used
– stored inside – like-new condition. $950 obo.
Yamaha 2.5 long shaft 4-stroke also available
- see separate ad. Rick Ellis, 250-544-2230.
For Sale: 8' Mercury Inflatable Dinghy. Location:
Squamish. Contact: Geraldine 604-898-1740.

For Sale: Achilles 8' dinghy in excellent condition.
New Achilles wood-ply floor; double skin on bottom of
tubes. Will take up to 8-hp outboard. Paddles, repair kit,
carrying bag, and bow spray cover included.
$625 or best offer. jgnadeau@shaw.ca.

For Sale: 2007 Walker Bay Genesis 310FTD rigid bottom
inflatable in excellent shape. 17" Hypalon tubes. Deluxe
model with extra storage, folding stern, 3 air chambers,
storage bag, beach wheels, extendable oars. Rated for
15hp. Fast, stable, and very dry. Last used summer 2012.
$4,000 new, $2,200 now. Contact Richard Burkmar,
rburkmar@shaw.ca, 250-743-5341.

CREW
Available to Crew: I’m looking for bluewater experience
and interested in crewing positions around the Pacific
islands, ultimately making my way to Australia. If anyone
is looking for crew, can suggest the best places to look
for crewing positions, or has any other tips on how to
prepare, what training to have, etc., I would greatly
appreciate it. I’m a 23-year-old male, with
3 years’ experience pleasure and commercial crewing,
sail and power, on coastal waters around Vancouver Island
and Haida Gwaii, 4 years as a commercial diver, 1 year
wood-working experience, aspiring photographer and
videographer, 1 year experience professional detailing,
exterior and interior, ISPA Competent crew and Pleasure
Craft Operator’s license. Nate Martin Kopjar,
nkopjar@gmail.com, (T) 250-247-9334,
(C) 778-977-8435.
Delivery Crew, Mentor. We are a well experienced,
uncomplicated couple, available on short notice, to do a
long or short passage. We like to deliver boats all over the
world, whether with or without the owners on board.
We provide seamanship training and boat handling.
We can do emergency repairs and maintenance on diesel,
outboard engines, electrical wiring, plumbing, wood-work,
fibreglass and epoxy repair, knots, bends, rope and line
splicing, sail repair, and we’re good cooks. Check out our
complete résumé at https://bluewatercruising.site-ym.
com/forums/posts.asp?group=&topic=513257&DGPCr
Pg=1&hhSearchTerms=Crew&#Post513257
Anders Lonnqvist and Elizabeth Angst, 604-321-2054,
pjukala45@yahoo.com.

continued on page 28
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Crewing Opportunity: I am going
to head down to Chiapas, Mexico
in April 2014 to bring Cypraea up
to at least La Cruz, maybe as far as
San Carlos. Contact me if you’re
interested in crewing. Dave Wyness,
daveandjenniewyness@gmail.com.

ELECTRONICS
For Sale: C-Map Max Mega-Wide
Electronic Chip - South America
including Galapagos, South
Caribbean, USA Gulf Coast,
$CDN 250. AIS Receiver, Smart
model SR161, $CDN 100.
Horn Loud Hailer - New in box;
Sonax 6-12 V DC,
Model SP-30, $CDN 20.
Please email David or Carol at
nuagesail@gmail.com or call
604-961-5381 or 250-891-8751.
Information Wanted: Where is the
best place to have the batteries
replaced for an EPIRB? We have a
$400 quote and it seems a bit high.
Contact Campbell Good,
cgood@ccg.bc.ca.
For Sale: Garmin GMR 18HD Radar.
The unit still has all cables etc. in
original packaging and the unit is
in brand new condition. Call Tony
250-850-4291, location Victoria.
For Sale: 3D printer, it makes
any part you design very easily
in ABS plastic or nylon, for parts
like flex couplings, bushings, etc.
I will include training and any
help needed to design and print
parts. For more info, please email
Pjensen11@hotmail.ca.
Selling price $1250, ready to go.
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CHARTS
For Sale: Cruising guides and sailing books for sale.
All books and guides are in pristine condition.
Books
Refrigeration for Pleasure Boats (hardcover) - Nigel Calder, $CDN 15
The Sextant Handbook - Bruce Bauer: adjustment, repair, use, history 2nd
Ed., $CDN 10
Celestial Navigation: The Ocean Yacht Navigator - Barrie Jackson, $CDN 5
Navigation the Easy Way - Carl Lane/John Montgomery: piloting, dead
reckoning, celestial navigation, introduction to electronic systems, $CDN 5
Kindergarten of Celestial Navigation - Joseph Sellar, $CDN 5
Safety Preparations for Cruising (hardcover) - Jeremy Hood, $CDN 10
Advanced First Aid Afloat - Peter Eastman, MD, $CDN 10
Where There Is No Dentist - Murray Dickson, $CDN 8
The Birds of Hawaii and the Tropical Pacific - Pratt, Bruner, Berrett: a field
guide, 2nd Ed., $CDN 25
Panama Wildlife Guide (a pictorial field chart) - New: birds of Panama
Canal Zone and adjacent areas, $CDN 5
Panama Wildlife Guide (a pictorial field chart) - New: mammals, reptiles,
amphibians, arthropods, $CDN 5
Understanding Sea Anchors & Drogues (hardcover) - Earl Hinz, $CDN 5
Mariners’ Met Pack for South West Pacific - Bob McDavitt, Produced for
New Zealand Met Service 2002, $CDN 5
Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia - Dashew, $CDN 40
Sails - Harvey: the way they work and how to make them, $CDN 15

Cruising Guides
Ocean Passages for the World, British Admiralty sailing directions - 4th Ed.,
$CDN 60
The Pacific Cruising Guide, 2nd Ed. 2003. Originally edited by Michael
Pocock and revised by Ross Hogbin, Hardcover, $CDN 50
Pacific Islands Pilot - Vol.II, Islands of South West Pacific, British Admiralty
- 10th Ed. 1984, $CDN 50
PACIFIC Islands Pilot - Vol.III, Islands of Central Pacific, British Admiralty 10th Ed. 1982, $CDN 50
Charlie’s Charts of the U.S. Pacific Coast: Seattle, Washington to San Diego,
California, Channel Islands, $CDN 10
Charlie’s Charts of Hawaiian Islands - Revised, $CDN10
Charlie’s Charts of Costa Rica, $CDN $10
Charlie’s Charts of Polynesia, $CDN 10
The Forgotten Middle - Roberts: Cruiser’s guide to Pacific Coast of
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, $CDN 5
New Zealand - Coastal Cruising Handbook - Royal Akarana Yacht Club:
Guide to NE coast of NZ and anchorages from Three Kings Islands to Cape
Kidnappers, $CDN 10
World Cruising Handbook (hardcover) - Cornell, 2nd Ed., $CDN 45
World Cruising Routes (hardcover) - Cornell, 3rd Ed., $CDN 50
Mexico’s Baja California, Vol. I - Jack Williams: the Pacific Coast, $CDN 20
Mexico’s Baja California, Vol. II - Jack Williams: Sea of Cortez, $CDN 20

Tradewinds
Sailing Directions - West Coasts of Mexico and Central
America, 6th Ed. 1991, $CDN 2
101 Anchorages in Indonesia
(more info and price to be provided)
Cruising Guide to the Philippines - 2000
(more info and price to be provided)
Contact Carol or David,
nuagesail@gmail.com, 604-961-5381.
Wanted: Charts for journey from Greece to Jamaica;
also wanted: appropriate courtesy flags.
Call Jackie, 604-685-0491.
For Sale: East Coast USA Mainland to Gulf of Mexico charts.
Contact Jill Baty at 778-863-5667 or email
jillyboat@yahoo.com.
Wanted: Paper charts for BC. We are looking for paper
charts to backup our electronic charts for BC. Areas needed
are from White Rock to Prince Rupert including Mainland
inside passage, East and West coast of Vancouver Island.
Tom Baker, tombaker661@gmail.com.
Wanted: C maps for Furuno. I have an older Furuno chart
plotter and radar unit, probably about 2005. I am looking
for someone who has upgraded their unit to a newer one
and has old C-maps to dispose of. I have Vancouver area and
Cape Caution to Portland Canal. I would like Vancouver
Island charts; anything else local would be useful.
Contact Bill Bourlet, bbourlet@shaw.ca,
(h) 604-739-1897, (c) 604-880-7282.

OTHER GEAR
For Sale: Tamaya 833 sextant - year 1979. Wooden case
with manual. Excellent condition. $450. Contact Carol or
David, nuagesail@gmail.com, 604-961-5381.
For Sale and Wanted to Buy: I have a Manson Supreme
anchor 35# that I want to sell - it doesn’t fit my bowsprit
and I am looking for an Icom 802 SSB; a code zero
top-down furler; and a full set of scuba gear in a large size.
John Gleadle, super07@shaw.ca.

For Sale: Offshore First Aid Kit (as offered by St
John Ambulance in conjunction with BCA First Aid
Course for Cruisers. Custom Valise 21" x 16" x 12",
packed with comprehensive, professionally assembled
materials. Condition - as new!
Value over $500. Offered for $325!
Also available, recommended medical reference books
for cruisers:
(1) First Aid Afloat - Dr Robert Haworth (95pgs)
(2) Advanced First Aid Afloat (Fifth Edition) - Drs
Eastman and Levinson (218 pgs)
(3) Healthy Cruisers Handbook - J Loomis RN and Dr
JH Bryan (128 pgs)
Combined value of over $100. As new, offered for only
$30. Contact Margot, 604-461-1277
For Sale: Genuine CQR 60-lb. plow anchor - made
in Scotland! Forged steel construction. Hot dip
galvanized. Dimensions 44"L x 153/8"W x 16"H
Suitable for boats up to 40-60 ft in length. CQR is a
favorite for strength and performance in a wide range
of bottom conditions. Excellent penetration in sand,
weeds, rocks, and mud. Trouble-free anchor roller
stowage. Attach a trip line to eye on horn for easy
break-out. Hinged shank prevents breakout during
wind shifts. This one is essentially new - carried
on board, but never deployed. Retail price usually
around $1000 - $1100! Willing to sacrifice for
$750! Contact John Reid at 604-461-1277.
For Sale: Samson XLS Yacht Braid, 1/2" diameter,
white, with red tracers - 16-strand polyester double
braid, on a polyester core featuring low stretch,
smooth handling, and long service life! Average
Tensile Strength: 8,300 lbs. Weight per 100 ft: 8.2
lbs. Suitable for many uses: halyards, mainsheets,
spinnaker and jib/genoa sheets, etc. New and unused!
365 ft of this top quality polyester line for sale!
Current retail price over $550. Willing to sacrifice
for $350 firm! Contact John Reid, 604-461-1277.
For Sale: Genuine CQR anchor in excellent condition,
hot-dipped galvanized in 2013, $300.
Two 75-watt Siemens solar panels in good
condition, $100 each. Contact David Boyer at
dboyer@aercoindustries.com or 604-861-1538.

continued on page 30
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For Sale: 1990-era Hydrovane unit $2800 OBO. This
unit has been around the world once and still works like
new. Has older remote course setting wire system with
broken plastic guides (does not affect functionality).
Includes Vane, control head, shaft, and rudder. Price
does not include the brackets as I plan to upgrade to
the new model with the larger rudder. We would work
together to include the brackets for your boat when I
order the new model. We have used the vane extensively
and it works fine, but feel that we are at the upper end
of the displacement limits with the rudder. This would
be a perfect option and great deal for >40 ft light-tomedium displacement, easy-to-balance boat. Check out
http://www.hydrovane.com/our-product/parts/ for
a full listing of what’s changed vs. buying new, to make
sure this lower-than-half-price unit will work for you.
Contact Gary Peacock for more details,
gpeacock@lhits.net, 604-221-4855.
Flopper Stopper Opportunity: I’m going to be building
a flopper stopper along the lines of the Magma unit and
wonder if anyone else wants one built as well. They
should come in around $200 and will be built at least as
good as the commercial ones. If you are interested, get
in touch with me at super07@shaw.ca. John Gleadle.
For Sale: Self-ascending gear. Safely pull yourself to the
top of the mast with a pulley reduction system. Included
are a seat harness, carabiner, and self-arrester for extra
safety. Will handle a 65' mast. Location Victoria. $150.
Call Tony, 250-850-4291.
For Sale: 36" 30,000 lb Gale Rider Drogue, complete
with 250' of 3/4" Braided Line. Location: Victoria. $150.
Call Tony, 250-850-4291.
For Sale: Freezer SS engine-driven compressor and
holding plate; will sell separately. Also have lots of small
items for sale. Kent Webster, webtri@telus.net.
For Sale: Yamaha 15 HP, 2 stroke motor for sale.
Runs well, looks ugly; perfect for offshore. $250.
Tel. 604-961-0417; nuagesail@gmail.com.
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Partnership Wanted: Anyone interested in buying a
Sailrite sewing machine as a partnership and splitting
the cost? http://www.sailrite.com/Ultrafeed-LSZ-1Walking-Foot-Sewing-Machine. Contact Trevor,
tmccaw@gmail.com.
For Sale: Small spinnaker, $350. Asymmetric cruising
chute with sock and turtle. Luff 27', foot 16'.
Would suit a Perry-designed Mirage 25 or similar boat.
Red and blue. Sail fabric in good condition, some rust
stains. Small tear in sock. Contact Don Brown at
delta_e_bravo@hotmail.com.
For Sale: 80 Amp Marine Alternator - Hitachi style dual
foot 31/8" Series 70 - to suit Yanmar etc. Used 2 seasons
- C/W Xantrex smart regulator, wiring harness, and HD
1/4" thick universal mounting arm. $125 complete.
Call Gary at 250-286-1175, ckellygwessel@gmail.com.
For Sale: Gori Folding Propeller 15" x 10 Pitch x 11/8"
bore. Freshwater use only C/W nut, 51" SS 11/8" Prop
Shaft (I will cut it down to your length), and 11/8" shaft
coupling to suit Yanmar. Out of a 38' C&C Landfall
33Hp Yanmar. Shaft has very minor wear at cutlass and
no wear at packing, as it was used with a PSS seal.
$450 complete. Call Gary 250-286-1175,
ckellygwessel@gmail.com.
For Sale: Anchor chain. 200' of half-inch, BBB
(rated for half inch windlass), galvanized anchor chain.
Excellent condition. Have original invoice.
Sale price, $650. Contact David at 604-574-0429,
or takapuna14@gmail.com.
For Sale: 1.5-ounce heavy-air spinnaker or rugged
cruising chute. 90° head (good for reaching, flying
without a pole, or converting to cruising chute).
Luff = 47' 10", Foot = 26' 6", Colors = Blue, red, yellow,
white. Easily converted to a cruising chute. There are 4
small chafe patches on the sail in the area that would be
removed if converted to a cruising chute.
Good condition, $700 obo. Rick Ellis, 250-544-2230.

Tradewinds
For Sale: Classic Knowsley 2-speed winches. See my ad
on EBay: http://www.ebay.ca/itm/261274658020?ssPa
geName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1558.
l2649#viTabs_0. Will consider any reasonable offer. Contact
Jean Baillargeon, enzojeanb@me.com, (h) 604-837-3581.

For Sale: V-Berth tank from a 38' Sailboat.
Suitable for water or holding tank. Previous usage
for water. 32" long, 39" wide, 18" depth, gauge 1/2"
thick nylon. Replacement metal tank for fuel cost
$1000. Location Vancouver Island.
ckellygwessel@gmail.com.

For Sale: Bottom paint. 2 gallons Interspeed 6200NA BLACK –
TBT Free CDP Antifouling (contained in a 5-gallon can). Fresh
paint, purchased on May 23, 2013. $225 OBO. Contact Ane
Street 604-734-8805.

For Sale: 3/8" braided polypropylene line, spool 13"
high x 11.5" OD (600', I think), $50. Life Raft −
DBC 4-person raft, in valise. DBC now calls this a
‘Swiftsure’ raft. New in 2004, re-packed (‘offshore
pack’) by DBC in 2010. $1,000. Note: If DBC
For Sale: Boat Items and Fishing Gear. We have a large number condemns the unit during inspection and re-packing,
of boat items as well as fishing gear items that we no longer
within 60 days, I’ll refund the purchase. Autopilot
need and would like to liquidate. You can view lists of those
hydraulic pump − AutoNav PF0.3G. This pump
items on our Kijiji Ad ID 499543836 and Ad ID 494557647.
will also work with ComNav autopilots, and any
other autopilot that uses a 12VDC reversing-motor
pump set. We used its twin on Right Galah for
For Sale: Yamaha 2.5 Four Stroke Outboard. 2007 model. Used 4,000 miles. $200. http://www.autonav.com/html/
for 2 hours and then stored inside – like-new condition. Tool anav4003.htm. Lifesling (original) with 3-to-1 lifting
kit and manual included. Also available Inflatable - see separate tackle and blue Sunbrella cover. $150. Manual bilge
ad. $875 obo. Rick Ellis, 250-544-2230.
pump (‘crash pump’) − Jabsco ‘Amazon’ 22-gpm
pump, mounted on plywood board 21"x11". With
20' of 1.5" bilge pump hose, strainer, and anti-reverse
For Sale: Jordan Series Drogue, suitable for 18,000-lb boat.
valve. $50. Swi-Tec Emergency Boarding Ladder, 2.5
Never used. $400. Florentino Para-sea anchor, for boat up
meter, instant deployment for MOB: $50. Fortress
to 10,000 lb. Never used, $150. Swiftsure Life raft, 4 person,
Anchor - FX-16 aluminum anchor. ‘Mud palms’
stowed in Valaise. Never used, $500. John Humphries,
included. Contact Charles Cohen at
250-758-9372.
cpcohen1945@yahoo.com or 604-537-1255.
For Sale: Navtec Series 7 Integral Backstay Adjuster. Rebuilt
last year by Blackline. Has a very small oil weep at the handle.
Sell for $600 obo. Ted Bannister, 250-792-3512.
For Sale: Natures Head Composting Toilet, which meets all ‘No
Discharge’ regulations for U.S. waters and is a U.S. Coast Guard
Approved and Certified Type III marine head. Dimensions are:
20" tall, 17¾" front to rear, 13" wide at the base, and 16¼"
wide at the seat. I paid over $1,100 with shipping and handling
for this Natures Head and Nicro Day / Night exhaust fan.
Asking $800. Call Paul, 604-722-4430.
For Sale: 750-litre flexible diesel tank for on-deck. Not used
much. Has valves. It is intended to be strapped on deck for
long voyages. Our boat has ample storage now. Will trade for
rigging parts for large boat or $300. J. Woodman,
778-785-3724.

OTHER GEAR (CONT’D)
For Sale: New Triple b 5/16" chain
100-125 feet $2.50/foot. Contact Bill at
william_jackson@shaw.ca.
For Sale: 100-lb. Fisherman anchor; much too large
for our needs. $300. Jean Baillargeon, 604-837-3581.

WANTED
Membership in the Vancouver Rowing Club:
My name is Russ Alfreds and I am looking for a
member of the Vancouver Rowing Club who knows
me and can recommend me for membership.
Please email me at russ.alfreds@gmail.com.
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ACCOMMODATION/HOUSE SITTING
Wanted, a Loving Home for Two Wonderful Dogs:
Sophia and I (Rob) have been living and working in the
Canadian Arctic since 2006; currently living in Baker
Lake, Nunavut. We have two great and loving dogs,
Loka and Jack, both females. We’re taking a one-year
sabbatical from work to go sailing on the Canadian west
coast on our 32' sailboat. Our boat is too small: Neither
dog agrees with the boating lifestyle, and really need a
place to stretch their legs and roam (they get seasick).
We are looking for a loving home or homes for the dogs,
preferably as a pair as they’ve grown up together. We
will be returning to the Arctic after our year off, but have
noticed that the dogs are getting more sensitive to the
harsh winters (can be as low as -60°C). So we are looking
for a permanent loving home for them. This is not easy
for us but we want the best for our dogs. We would prefer
a home with property (farm/ranch/hobby farm or home
with large lot).
About the dogs:
Loka is spayed and had her shots (rabies/distemper) in
September 2013. She is a mix of sorts, dominantly Border
collie with some husky, at 40-lbs. We got Loka in 2006 at
approximately 1 year+ of age from the local pound as a
rescue dog, in Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. Because
of her street days in Yellowknife, she is very independent
and very clever. She cowers and gets nervous with the

Photo
Album
You can't get away from
laundry, even while cruising!
Hippodackl IV, Gabriela Hirt
and Bill Eisenhauer's Amel
Sharki 12 Ketch
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sounds of lightning, beep sounds from smoke detectors,
gun shots, and the ‘F’ word. She is housebroken and
not a chewer. She is dainty, quiet, and awesome inside
homes (very calm) and on her leash for walks.
Off her leash, she’s a bit of a kook and likes to run
around and mock you. She will return only when she’s
ready, but chasing and yelling at her is futile (this is her
independent streak). Loka loves the words ‘walk’ and
‘run’, and loves herding and chasing other animals (not
other dogs). She has herded muskox and caribou, loves
ground squirrels and arctic hare. She does well with
other dogs and people/children.

Jack is less complicated. She is also spayed and had
her shots (rabies/distemper) in September 2013. She
is a lab/husky mix, more lab, at 70-lbs. We got her as
a stray puppy, roaming Cambridge Bay, Nunavut in
2007. She is a very loving, dopey dog. She is obedient
and listens well, loves her walks and nap times. Jack is
housebroken, and not a chewer. She has her own chew
toys, which are hers. Loka doesn’t get the whole ‘toy
thing’, she is too mature for toys. Jack loves watching
TV shows that feature animals and alien creatures; loves
watching horses, and dislikes scary creatures on TV. She
loves children, people, and most other dogs; occasionally
she does have issues with other female dogs.
Contact Rob Harmer and Sophia Granchinho
at 867-793-2099 or sailingpups@hotmail.ca.

	

Ditty Bag
Useful URLS

By Brian Short, Nanaimo Representative
Carpe Ventus
Beneteau 44 Sloop

Useful URLs for Cruisers

T

he following websites were reviewed prior to
the January Nanaimo club night presentation as
interesting tools to assist in planning and preparing
for any voyage. The first three require a good internet
connection; the last one could be received through a
Pactor modem (or any email program).
1. World weather visual image:
	
http://earth.nullschool.net/#current/
wind/isobaric/1000hPa/orthographic=-126.16,46.32,869
	This is a beautiful and useful presentation of the
winds throughout the world, updated every three
hours. It really gives life to those grib files.

3. Interview with a Cruiser:
	
http://www.interviewwithacruiser.blogspot.ca/
	Great winter read of interviews with almost 100
boaters, who have extensively cruised worldwide,
with some enlightening information, both technical
and inspirational.
4. Starpath ship weather email:
	
shipreports@starpath.com

2. Global AIS information:
http://www.marinetraffic.com/
	This website shows AIS signals gathered from
ships. Good for a view of what is outside your
dock before you leave. A note of caution; not all
ships are shown, so not to be relied upon!

	Send an email to Starpath with any lat and long,
and they will return a .pdf file that gives weather
information from any ships reporting in from
within a 300 nm radius. Good for weather information and for knowing what ships are in your
cruising area.
 nd . . .
A
	Remember to check out Bluewater Cruising
Association’s Facebook page, which provides interesting bits of information from cruising members,
as well as postings of local news and events:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/24098380064/
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